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Abstract 

Inheritances make up a substantial share of national wealth, but are often overlooked in 

discussions of retirement security.  Racial gaps in inheritances are likely to exacerbate racial 

disparities in wealth.  One reason that Black and Hispanic decedents are less likely to pass down 

meaningful estates is that they are far less likely to have a will than non-Hispanic Whites.  This 

paper documents racial gaps in receiving an inheritance, in the likelihood of having a will, and in 

the expectation of leaving significant bequests.  The analysis then looks at the relationship 

between bequest expectations and realized bequests to see whether expectations are a good 

predictor of real outcomes.  The results show that Black and Hispanic decedents and those who 

die without a will are less likely to achieve their bequest expectations.  This paper is the first of a 

three-part series.  The second part will be a survey to see if a plausible intervention might 

increase the adoption of wills, whether writing of a will increases intended bequests, and, in 

conjunction with the estimates of this paper, whether wills would likely increase realized 

bequests.  The third part of the project will examine the impact of will incentives on racial wealth 

gaps when compounded across multiple generations. 

 

 

 

  



 

Introduction 

Retirement security depends on several factors – primarily Social Security; employer-

sponsored plans; the accumulation of home equity; and the ability to work longer, which allows 

workers to postpone drawing down retirement assets.  Differences by race are evident along all 

of these dimensions.  Black workers are less likely than White workers to be covered by an 

employer-sponsored plan, to own a home, and to have the good health and type of job that 

enables them to work well into their 60s.1  Social Security, on the other hand, is the great 

equalizer – replacing a much higher share of preretirement earnings for lower-wage workers.2 

Usually omitted from the list of factors affecting retirement security is the role of 

inheritances, which is the focus of this paper.  The difference between inheriting some wealth 

compared to relying solely on current income is huge.  Wealth provides a buffer that allows 

families to withstand emergencies and enables people to select risker but higher compensation 

jobs and investments.  It provides families with the resources for a down payment on a house in 

an area with good schools, thereby improving the prospects for their families.  It also directly 

provides some additional assets in retirement. 

This paper uses the Health and Retirement Study (HRS) to document how the likelihood 

of receiving an inheritance, the plan to leave a bequest, having a will, and actual bequests vary 

by race and how the four are interrelated.  That is, to what extent does receiving an inheritance 

increase the likelihood of planning to leave a bequest and to have a will, and to what extent does 

having a will relate the realization of bequest expectations?  Specifically, the analysis uses the 

HRS exit interviews of proxy informants for HRS participants who have died to explore whether 

the existence of a will affects the extent to which bequest intensions are actually realized. 

This analysis will serve as background to a larger initiative to determine whether it is 

possible to increase bequests through an intervention that promotes will-writing and how the 

effects of changing behavior might compound across generations.  In the first instance, we will 

use a survey instrument to answer the following questions: (1) Can a plausible intervention 

increase the adoption of wills? (2) Does the writing of a will increase intended bequests? and (3) 

 
1 For more details on racial gaps in retirement wealth, see Thompson et al. (2024 forthcoming), Dynan and 

Elmendorf (2024 forthcoming) and Wolff (2024 forthcoming).  For prior research on employer plan coverage, see 

Munnell et al. (2018).  For homeownership, see Kermani and Wong (2024 forthcoming) and Liu and Quinby (2023).  

For ability to work longer, see Quinby and Wettstein (2023). 
2 See Catherine and Sarin (2024 forthcoming) and Hou and Sanzenbacher (2020). 
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In combination with results from this paper, do increases in intended bequests actually translate 

into more prevalent and larger realized bequests?3 

While this paper and the survey focus on only a single generation of transfers, differences 

in inheritances, wills, and bequests tend to accumulate over time and contribute to disparities that 

grow across multiple generations.  Reducing racial bequest gaps could have long-term 

implications on the lifetime asset accumulations of subsequent generations and may, in turn, 

reduce the racial wealth gap.  A subsequent paper will estimate these potential long-term 

impacts. 

In the meantime, the discussion for this paper proceeds as follows.  The next section 

presents background on what is known about the transfer of wealth from one generation – and 

how those transfers vary by race.  The third section details why having a will is important.  The 

fourth section describes the data and methods of the analysis.  The fifth section summarizes the 

factors affecting the likelihood of receiving an inheritance, the plan to leave a bequest of at least 

$10,000, $100,000, and $500,000, and the presence of a will.  The sixth section turns to the 

results that relate bequest expectations to realized bequests to see whether expectations are a 

good predictor of real outcomes and how that relationship is affected by the presence of a will 

and the race of the individual.  The final section concludes that race is strongly correlated with 

the likelihood of having received an inheritance, of having a will, and of leaving a bequest, while 

wills are positively related to the likelihood that bequest expectations become reality. 

 

Background 

Intergenerational transfers of wealth have been taking place nearly as long as recorded 

history.  However, the study of such transfers in economics has been fairly limited for such a 

pervasive economic phenomenon.  This section summarizes the state of the economics literature 

on the following three basic questions: (1) How important are bequests for building up the assets 

of subsequent generations? (2) How do they contribute to wealth inequality generally, and by 

race in particular? and (3) Are bequests generally intentional or the accidental result of premature 

death?4 

 
3 This question can be answered using the surrogate index approach described in Athey et al. (2019), which 

combines short-term outcomes to predict a long-term outcome. 
4 The state of the debate at the turn of the century can be found in Munnell and Sundén (2003).  Very few studies 

have addressed the various topics since that time.   
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How Much Do Bequests Contribute to Wealth?  

Forty years ago, Kotlikoff and Summers (1981) used data on average earnings and 

consumption by age across different birth cohorts to estimate life-cycle wealth and concluded 

that it accounted for at most 20 percent of net worth, with the majority coming from 

intergenerational transfers.  Modigliani (1988a and 1988b) sharply criticized the Kotlikoff and 

Summers methodology and conclusion that the majority of US capital formation is due to 

bequests.  In particular, Modigliani argued that college payments should not be considered a 

transfer and that the interest on previous transfers should be counted as life-cycle saving and not 

wealth transfer.  Among the early studies, White (1978) and Darby (1979) reached conclusions 

similar to Kotlikoff and Summers, while Ando and Kennickell (1987) and Gale and Scholz 

(1994) concluded that life-cycle wealth accounted for between 60 and 65 percent of net worth.  

More recent estimates (Gale and Potter 2003, Wolff and Gittleman 2014, and De Nardi and Fella 

2017) suggest that the contribution of bequests to net worth remains a controversial topic.  In any 

case, both early work and more recent estimates continue to underscore the importance of 

bequests in perpetuating both wealth and wealth inequality in the United States, with estimates of 

the share of current wealth due to inheritances ranging from 20 to 80 percent.     

 

To What Extent Do Bequests Contribute to Inequality?  

Since a substantial portion of current wealth is due to inheritances, a natural question is 

how much of current wealth inequality is due to such transfers.  Bequests have generally been 

theorized to be a luxury good, enjoyed mostly by the rich.  Becker and Tomes (1979, 1986) 

suggested that parents invest in their children’s human capital until the optimal amount of such 

investment has been achieved, and only thereafter begin to transfer cash.  This model implies 

that bequests are indeed the preserve of the wealthy, and that, under certain parameters, they 

would tend to reinforce dynastic wealth inequality. 

Empirically, family traditions also seem to play a role in perpetuating bequest behavior.  

Individuals who received an inheritance are themselves more likely to leave a bequest (Cox and 

Stark 2005).  Such intergenerational transmission of bequest intentions may contribute to wealth 

inequality generally, and to racial gaps in wealth specifically (Sabelhaus and Thompson 2022). 

A pervasive finding of racial gaps in bequests is therefore unsurprising.  Black 

individuals receive fewer and smaller bequests than Whites, and are also less likely to intend to 
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leave a bequest or to have a valid will (Choi et al. 2019).  However, the extent to which racial 

bequest disparities translate into a racial wealth gap is controversial, with estimates ranging from 

very little (Aliprantis et al. 2022) to nearly 30 percent of the gap (Ashman and Neumuller 2020). 

 

Are Bequests Intentional?  

Given uncertainty about time of death, some bequests must take place as individuals die 

before exhausting their savings and thereby leave an accidental bequest (Yaari 1965).  If 

bequests are predominantly accidental, they may benefit future generations even as they entail 

minimal sacrifice on the part of donors.  Conversely, if individuals have a strong desire to leave a 

bequest, the resources apparently available to them in retirement overstate how much they have 

to actually spend, once a certain amount is earmarked for their heirs. 

The evidence regarding the strength of bequest motives is mixed, with strong arguments 

in both directions (McGarry 2008).  An early review of the literature found that intended 

bequests accounted for around 20 percent of total bequests (Gale and Scholz 1994).  Kopczuk 

and Lupton (2007) estimated that elderly single households will end up bequeathing around 80 

percent of their wealth, and that half of these bequests will be intentional.5 

Even for accidental bequests, some intention may underlie the decision of who receives a 

decedent’s estate.  This planning is of even greater importance when bequests are intentional.  

However, circumstances can often frustrate such plans.  Late-life costs unavoidably reduce the 

total size of an estate, while intestacy can prevent an estate from reaching its intended 

beneficiary.  A will can help prevent this latter occurrence, and having a will may also focus 

individuals on their legacy and lead to greater saving or lower consumption.  Nevertheless, 

evidence suggests that estate planning is often delayed for rational and irrational reasons 

(Kopczuk 2007).  The next section details the ways in which wills can help and the implications 

of not having a will on realized bequests. 

 
5 Other studies also present mixed evidence on the intentionality of bequests.  Hurd (1987, 1989, and 2006), for 

example, suggests few bequests are intentional (see also De Nardi et al. 2010); while others find that only intentional 

bequests can rationalize much of observed behavior (e.g., De Nardi 2015 and Lockwood 2018).  Beyond pure 

altruism, a more self-interested intentional bequest motivation could include incentivizing children to provide late-

life care (Bernheim et al. 1986).  Intentional bequests also seem to play a role in the evolution of homeownership 

towards the end of life (Suari-Andreu et al. 2019 and Engelhardt and Eriksen 2021). 
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Why Are Wills Important? 

The Courts have determined that the US Constitution protects the right of people to leave 

their assets to whomever they want.  However, without a will, assets can get dispersed to 

unintended recipients.6  This outcome can be a particular problem for people with modest estates, 

whose major asset is their home, as multiple heirs can lead to the fractionalization of the 

property.7  The questions are threefold: (1) Why don’t more people have a will? (2) What 

happens in the absence of a will? and (3) What are the implications of not having a will for the 

transfer of wealth in families? 

 

Why Don’t More People Have a Will?  

Experts offer a host of theories about why people do not have wills.  For example, many 

have argued that people do not want to think about dying, so – unwilling to confront their own 

mortality – they avoid making a will.  Others reject that notion, citing the fact that, when the 

process is simple and accessible, people name beneficiaries for life insurance policies, retirement 

savings accounts, etc.  Rather, they contend that the demands of the will-writing process, which 

generally requires a lawyer and a witness, are perceived as too onerous (Weisbord 2012a).8 

Because many people perceive the process as extremely formal and complex, they shy 

away from it and procrastinate.  Indeed, surveys suggest procrastination is the major reason that 

people do not have a will.  In a 1977 study, 64 percent of respondents without a will cited 

“laziness” as a major reason (Fellows et al. 1978).  Similarly, a 1978 survey found that 57 

percent of those without a will said they had not “gotten around to making a will” 

(Contemporary Studies Project 1978).  These responses suggest that people intend to write wills, 

but put it off as long as possible.9  In practice, the percentage of households with a will has been 

declining over time (see Figure 1).   

 
6 In addition to wills, people have two other mechanisms for transmitting wealth: 1) for property, joint tenancy with 

rights of survivorship; and 2) for retirement accounts, beneficiary designations.  Both of these mechanisms trump a 

will in determining the distribution of a decedent’s wealth. 
7 A different problem in passing on housing wealth, which tends to more often impact low-income households, is a 

lack of correct homeownership records. 
8 Strategic considerations, like incentivizing children to continue providing care, have also been theorized 

(Bernheim et al. 1986). 
9 Experts have long recognized the roadblocks leading people to delay preparing wills and have advocated for less 

formal arrangements and increased acceptance of homemade documents.  One recent proposal argued for attaching a 

‘Testamentary Schedule – Last Will and Testament’ to an individual’s state income tax return, which would 

eliminate the need for legal draftsmanship and the witness attestation requirement (Weisbord 2012a). 
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What Happens Procedurally When People Die without a Will?  

The distribution of a decedent’s assets in the absence of a will is determined by state 

intestacy law, which varies among states.  The procedure is designed to capture the probable 

intent of most people; and asset distribution generally proceeds in the following order: (1) 

surviving spouse; (2) descendants; (3) parents; 4) siblings; and 5) other relatives such as 

grandparents, cousins, and nephews.  In most states, if only one of the first four groups – spouse, 

descendants, parents, and siblings – remains, that group inherits everything.  If some 

combination of the various groups remains, the assets are split.  Figure 2 shows the main 

distribution rules for the state of New York, which is similar to most states.  If no one in these 

four groups remains, however, the provisions can diverge significantly; for example, some states 

may include step-siblings and adopted siblings, and California includes nieces and nephews 

when accounting for direct decedents.10  Whether or not the decedent leaves a will – and in the 

absence of some probate-avoiding arrangement – the estate must go through a probate court to 

appoint a representative to execute the division of the assets.11  Hiring a lawyer to navigate the 

probate system adds substantially to the total costs,12 and these costs are substantially higher for 

cases without a will than those with a will. 

While the primary objective of the default rules is to distribute decedents’ assets 

according to their probable intent, the law's preference for “traditional” family structures is at 

odds with the growing prevalence of nontraditional families.  Shares of cohabiting and single-

headed households have increased (Smock and Schwartz 2020); the share of nonmarital child 

birth has risen (Manning et al. 2015); and grandparents are increasingly caring for grandchildren 

(Pilkauskas et al. 2020).  

 
10 The FindLaw legal database website provides the specifics for each state. 
11 In most states, assets will avoid probate court even for people without a will in the following situations: (1) assets 

are held in a living trust; (2) life insurance with a named beneficiary; (3) retirement funds with a named beneficiary; 

(4) TOD (transfer on death) and POD (payable on death) assets; and (5) property titled joint tenancy or joint tenancy 

by entirety.  Probate court functions range from determining how much a piece of property is worth to taking care of 

the decedents’ responsibilities, such as unpaid taxes or debts (Penate 2020).  The costs of probate include appraisal 

costs, fees for accountants, executor’s fees, and fees for court filings and certified copies. 
12 The California legislature has established the following attorney fees for the administration of property going 

through the probate court system: ‘An attorney is entitled to (1) 4 percent on the first $100,000; (2) 3 percent on the 

next $100,000; (3) 2 percent on the next $800,000; (4) 1 percent on the next $9,000,000; (5) one-half of 1 percent on 

the next $15,000,000; and (6) for all amounts above $25,000,000, a reasonable amount to be determined by the 

court.’   
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A recent study (Bea and Taylor Poppe 2020) used the Federal Reserve’s Survey of 

Consumer Finances to estimate the percentage of households marginalized by state intestate 

laws, based on the premise that intestate heirs are defined by three principles: (1) only legally 

recognized kin are included; (2) the degree of relationship predominates (e.g., a non-resident 

child has priority over a resident grandchild); and (3) minors are allowed to inherit property.  The 

results showed that 22 percent of families were marginalized.  Furthermore, the probability of a 

household being marginalized was positively related to being Black or Hispanic and negatively 

related to net worth and education – although marginalization did appear across socioeconomic 

and demographic groups.  Moreover, the 22-percent estimate is a lower bound because more than 

a quarter of currently married Americans have been married before, so bequest desires could be 

complicated by the existence of both children and step-children. 

In short, dying without a will may be a fine outcome for the majority of families headed 

by a married couple or for many single individuals, but it can result in the wrong outcome when 

the intended beneficiaries are not related by blood, marriage, or adoption.   

 

What Are the Economic Implications of Not Having a Will?  

Legal experts routinely argue that dying intestate is a particular problem when the estate 

is modest and the largest asset is the home (e.g., Wright 2020, Strand 2010).  The risk is that the 

home descends to multiple heirs, and all the tenants in common must coordinate and obtain 

consent from fractional owners before maintaining or selling the property.  If the intended 

beneficiaries are living in the decedent’s home, the distribution to a large number of beneficiaries 

could result in the forced sale of the property and leave them homeless.  A couple of examples 

can provide some texture to the types of predicaments that arise. 

One example, based on observed patterns, involves an 80-year-old New Jersey resident 

leaving his 80-year-old wife an estate worth $100,000, which consisted solely of the home where 

she resides (Weisbord 2012b).  If this man had executed a will, he would have left his wife the 

residence for life, and, upon her death, outright to his two children from a previous marriage.  

Under New Jersey law, however, the widow and children become co-owners immediately.  The 

children are allowed to come and go as they please, and the widow lacks the resources to buy 

them out.  The children would prefer to sell the property, but the widow would likely resist 
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moving out of her home.13  The short-term unpleasantness turns into serious problems in the 

longer run, because the widow’s heirs are unlikely to be her step-children.  As a result, the 

number of co-owners increases, and the problems of shared ownership become expensive and 

time-consuming.  Conflicts could be resolved in court, but the cost of litigation could soon 

exceed the value of the property. 

Another example, also based on fact patterns, relates to a couple that marries and buys a 

house (Strand 2010).  When the husband dies without a will the title passes to the wife, since the 

house is most likely jointly owned.  The widow continues to live in the house, maybe with a 

child or some other family member.  She then dies without a will.  Several children, and perhaps 

even grandchildren (if a child predeceased her) then inherit the property.  At this point, one of 

two things might happen.  On the one hand, any of the heirs can bring a partition action, which 

could result in the forced sale of the property and the division of the proceeds.  Alternatively, the 

heirs might view the house as the family homestead and agree not to sell, letting whoever was 

living in the house at the time of the wife’s death to continue to live there and pay property taxes 

in the original owners’ name.  This process might continue for a long time, with ownership 

becoming more scattered due to intestacy law.   

At some point, the arrangement breaks down, with the house still titled to the original 

owners but with legal ownership spread far and wide.  The precipitating event is often the 

inability of the current resident to pay the property taxes.  Other owners have little interest in 

investing in a house from which they receive no benefit.  Most avenues of help – including a 

reverse mortgage, a home improvement loan, disaster relief, or a developer interested in the 

property – require proof of title.  Rarely does the current occupant have the ability to hire a 

lawyer to open probate, locate all the heirs, and clear title.  The final step may be abandonment 

by the occupant, repossession for tax liens by the local government, or even razing the property 

if it has deteriorated too much.  In the end, the family loses the wealth earned by previous 

generations.     

Both of these examples highlight how the lack of a will can lead to dispersion of 

ownership under state intestacy laws.  The problem also seems linked to treating the house, 

where the transaction costs of preserving the property may well exceed its value, like any other 

 
13 Under New Jersey law, each child would receive 12.5 percent of the proceeds and the widow 75 percent. 
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asset (Way 2009).14  Finally, the lack of clear title forecloses many avenues for assistance.  In the 

end, families lose assets over the generations instead of building up wealth. 

The importance of wills for preserving the value of a bequest, above and beyond their 

importance in transmitting it to intended heirs, is clear, but little economic research has explored 

the consequences of intestacy.  In turn, the importance of inheritances for wealth accumulation 

and racial disparities in wealth is unclear.  Furthermore, the extent to which the racial gap in 

wills might impact differences in bequest patterns by race has been largely unexplored.  The next 

section describes how this analysis begins to tackle these questions. 

 

Data and Methods 

This section first describes the HRS data used to analyze bequest expectations and will-

holding.  Following the exposition of the data, the next section lays out the analysis relating 

socioeconomic characteristics to bequest expectations and wills.  The final section discusses the 

use of exit interviews to link bequest expectations and realized bequests. 

 

Data 

The analysis of bequests and bequest expectations across years is based on data from the 

HRS.  The HRS is a panel survey that follows Americans over age 50 and their spouses over 

time, interviewing them every two years.  New cohorts in their early to mid-50s are added over 

time to provide a regularly refreshed source of data on the transition from middle age to 

retirement and beyond.  We use HRS survey responses for the years 1992-2018. 

The HRS tracks several variables of interest.  Importantly for this analysis, the survey 

elicits respondent self-reported probabilities of leaving a bequest of at least $10,000, $100,000, 

and $500,000.  The survey also asks whether a respondent has received an inheritance at any 

point (and how much that inheritance was worth) and whether a respondent has a will.   

Respondents are also asked about a wide array of socioeconomic and demographic 

characteristics, including asset holdings and household structure. 

The HRS also conducts proxy exit interviews (and post-exit interviews when a 

respondent’s estate is unsettled at the time of interview) that provide information about actual 

 
14 Similar issues may arise with family-owned businesses or other assets which are difficult to use or manage jointly 

across multiple owners. 
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estate execution.  This information allows bequest expectations to be tracked throughout life and 

up through the settling of the estate to see whether the expectations correlate with actual 

bequests.  The main outcome of interest in these interviews for the current analysis is the total 

estate size, which can then be compared to expected bequests.15 

Despite the efforts of the HRS surveyors to follow up with proxy respondents for 

deceased respondents, not all such interviews yield valid measures of the size of the total estate 

(here zero is a valid measure but unknown estates are not).  Importantly, those who have an exit 

interview with a valid estate tend to be better off on various dimensions, such as education and 

wealth.16  Such a disparity in response rates is likely to lead to an underestimate of the efficacy 

of wills in achieving bequest goals, since such individuals are likely to have other means of 

guaranteeing their estates. 

 

Analysis of Correlates of Bequest Expectations 

The main goal of the analysis is to examine the relationship between having a will and 

the self-reported probabilities of leaving a bequest.  The role of race is of particular interest.  We 

categorize respondents into four racial/ethnic groups: non-Hispanic White, non-Hispanic Black, 

Hispanic, and non-Hispanic other.  The focus is on the final available interview for each 

respondent.  The selected observation for each person is the last interview before death, for those 

who leave the HRS because they die, or simply the 2018 interview for those who had not died by 

that point.  This choice of final interview is intended to give the most comprehensive view of the 

estates that respondents expect to leave. 

The analysis begins with an OLS regression estimating the relationship between race and 

ever having received a bequest, as well as the amount of inheritances received conditional on 

having received any.  These regressions are estimated both with no further controls to simply 

illustrate the mean differences between the racial groups and with demographic controls to assess 

whether these different correlates of race, such as education or age, can explain the racial 

 
15 Some proxy respondents do not include the value of a decedent’s residence in their reported estate valuation.  To 

correct for these omissions, we have added the value of the primary residence from the final pre-death HRS wave to 

the value of the total estate for decedents whose exit interview indicates that they owned their home at time of death 

and whose reported estate did not include the value of their home. 
16 See Appendix Table 1. 
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differences.17  All these models include interview-year fixed effects to account for inflation and 

demographic trends.18 

Next, we study who has a written will, and what bequests people intend to leave, 

controlling for socioeconomic factors including race, wealth, education, sex, age, marital status, 

and health.  Among the financial controls are non-housing wealth: total household wealth 

(including any balances in defined contribution plans held by the respondent) minus any wealth 

tied to the respondent’s primary residence.  To mitigate the effects of outliers in the data, non-

housing wealth is bottom-coded at zero for those reporting negative wealth, and top-coded at the 

95th percentile of the sample.  Respondent health is a self-reported measure on a scale of one 

(poor) to five (excellent), which we simplify to an indicator of poor to good health (one through 

three). 

For comparability across the different outcomes, the samples for all these regressions 

include only observations that have valid information on all the necessary variables.  All models 

include interview-year fixed effects, which are particularly important here given the nominal 

dollar amounts of expected bequests elicited across the survey waves.  The standard errors are 

robust to heteroscedasticity, and the regressions are weighted using the initial sampling weight of 

each individual. 

 

The Roles of Race and Wills in Realizing Bequest Expectations 

The final stage of the analysis concerns the link between intended and realized bequests.  

To this end, exit interview data for deceased respondents are merged to each respondent’s final 

living observation.  These models estimate variations on the following equation: 

                  𝑌𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝜷𝟏 ∗
𝑹𝒂𝒄𝒆

𝒆𝒕𝒉𝒏𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚
𝒊

+ 𝛽2 ∗ 𝑊𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖 + 𝜷𝟑 ∗ 𝑿𝒊 + 𝛽4 ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 + 𝜀2,        (1) 

where 𝑌𝑖 is an indicator for leaving a total estate of less than either $10,000, $100,000, or 

$500,000.  𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑒/𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖 is a vector indicating whether the respondent is non-Hispanic 

Black, Hispanic, or non-Hispanic Other (with non-Hispanic White as the omitted category), 

 
17 Note that age variation exists despite all observations being the respondent’s final observation in the HRS.  The 

Age control accounts for both individuals who die at different ages and for the fact that many respondents have not 

yet died.   
18 All dollar amounts are in nominal terms of the year in which the survey takes place.  The reason we rely on year 

fixed effects alone to account for inflation is that the core questions on bequest expectations are phrased in nominal 

terms of $10,000, $100,000, and $500,000, referring to current-year dollars. 
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𝑊𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖 is an indicator for the respondent having a valid will at time of death, and 𝑿𝒊 is a vector of 

socioeconomic characteristics that are likely not influenced by the adoption of a will: gender, 

education, marital status, presence of living children, an indicator for ever having received an 

inheritance, an indicator for having poor to good self-reported health, and age.  These variables 

are all measured at the time of the last wave preceding death.  The regressions further include 

year-of-death fixed effects, to account for the fact that nominal economic growth makes the 

target amounts vary over time in real terms and in likelihood. 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 is the self-reported probability of leaving an estate of at least $10,000, 

$100,000, or $500,000, with the amount chosen to correspond to the dependent variable.  With 

this probability held constant, the coefficient on being Black, the first element of 𝛽1, is an 

estimate of how well Black respondents are able to assess the size of their eventual estate.  That 

is, for a Black and White respondent with the same self-reported probability of leaving a bequest 

larger than the target, 𝛽1 estimates the probability that a non-White respondent falls short relative 

to their White counterpart.  A positive sign would indicate that non-White respondents have less 

predictable estate sizes relative to White respondents, perhaps because of greater difficulty in 

forecasting late-life expenses.  Similarly, 𝛽2 is an estimate of whether wills help individuals 

achieve their expected bequests.  A negative sign indicates that if two individuals, one with a will 

and one without, have the same self-reported probability of leaving an estate larger than the 

target amount, the respondent with a will is more likely to achieve that goal. 

The importance of wills is understated by these regressions because the total value of a 

decedent’s estate is unlikely to be undervalued by the proxy respondent to the HRS if assets are 

devalued due to intestacy laws resulting in problematic ownership structures.  For example, the 

reported value of a bequeathed house is not typically reduced in cases where the house is split 

among fractional owners due to intestacy.  Thus, the results represent a lower bound of the 

importance of wills in preserving the value of an estate.  Furthermore, to the extent that Black 

respondents are more likely to have family structures marginalized by intestacy laws (Bea and 

Taylor Poppe 2020), these regressions also provide a lower bound for the differential value of 

wills for Black, relative to White, estates. 
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Socioeconomic Characteristics, Bequest Expectations, and Wills 

This section summarizes the results of the analysis relating socioeconomic characteristics 

to bequest expectations and wills.  First, to set the stage, racial gaps in ever having received an 

inheritance are estimated.  Then, relationships between socioeconomic characteristics and 

expectations of leaving a bequest are discussed, as well as how these characteristics relate to 

having a will. 

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics for the sample in this first analysis.  Overall, 

about half the sample has a will, and the mean probability in the sample of expecting to leave a 

bequest of at least $10,000 is 56 percent.  Unsurprisingly, these expectations decline at higher 

thresholds of expected bequests: to 39 percent and 17 percent with regards to leaving a bequest 

of at least $100,000 or $500,000, respectively.  The mean age is 68, reflecting that the sample is 

composed of individuals in their final wave in the HRS, either before exiting the sample 

(predominantly due to death) or simply because their final observation is in the last available 

HRS wave. 

Table 2 shows OLS estimates for how likely individuals are to have ever received an 

inheritance through their final wave in the HRS.  Black, Hispanic, and other minority 

respondents are significantly less likely to report ever having received an inheritance than 

Whites.  This gap, apparent in the raw means (column 1), persists even after controlling for other 

demographic characteristics, education, and marital status (column 2).  Columns 3 and 4 repeat 

this analysis for the subset of individuals who report receiving an inheritance, and estimate how 

race and other demographic variables relate to the amount of inheritance cumulatively received 

throughout respondents’ lives.  Once again, Black and Hispanic respondents receive less 

conditional on having received any inheritance.19 

The main goal of this section of the analysis is to document the factors related to leaving 

a bequest, particularly surrounding racial disparities.  Table 3 shows these results.  The 

dependent variable in each column is the probability of having a will (column 1), and the self-

reported probability of leaving a bequest of at least $10,000, $100,000, and $500,000, in columns 

2, 3, and 4, respectively. 

The results are generally consistent across the columns, with factors related to the 

expectation of leaving bequests of various sizes and with the probability of having a will 

 
19 These differences in amount received are not significant for ‘Other race’ respondents. 
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displaying similar sizes for the different outcomes.  For example, homeowners or individuals 

with greater wealth are more likely to have a will and to expect to leave a bequest of any given 

size.  Likewise, individuals who themselves received an inheritance, who have children of their 

own, and who have higher education levels are more likely to have a will and to expect to leave a 

bequest of their own.20 

A few exceptions to this consistency across outcomes are apparent.  Women are more 

likely than men to have a will, but are less confident that they will leave bequests of at least 

$10,000 or $100,000 (no gender difference is found for the expectation of leaving at least 

$500,000).  Similarly, older individuals are more likely to have a will but report lower 

probabilities of expected bequests.  This pattern is consistent with having had more opportunities 

to write a will among older respondents, while at the same time having a stronger sense of just 

how much of their resources are likely to remain untapped at the time of their death.  Note that 

these estimates control for self-reported health, so, holding health constant, older individuals 

may expect to live to even older ages and require more of their wealth to support themselves.21 

Finally, with respect to race and ethnicity, minorities are less likely to have wills and 

report lower expected probabilities of leaving moderate bequests.  This sign flips for questions 

about bequests of over $500,000.  One possible explanation is that Black individuals who are 

very successful feel a strong obligation to ensure that assets are left to their family.   

Both wills and the questions on bequest expectations reflect individuals’ plans and 

intentions to leave a legacy.  The next section turns to the question of whether these plans are 

achieved, whether wills help in this process, and whether the process varies by race. 

 

The Link Between Bequest Expectations and Realized Bequests 

By 2018, the HRS included around 3,250 individuals who had been surveyed at some 

point and subsequently died, and whose proxy informants could provide information about the 

ultimate dispositions of estates.  Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics for this sample.  Given 

the characteristics of the respondents who have actually died and, of those, which respondents’ 

proxies are capable of reporting total estate size, the sample is substantially different from the 

 
20 All these relationships are significant at least at the 1-percent level. 
21 Regarding the effect of health itself, poorer health is related to both having a will and to the expectation of leaving 

a bequest. 
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full sample of final interviews used above.  For example, the share of Black respondents is low 

(8 percent).  Furthermore, the share with a will is high (74 percent) relative to that in Table 1, 

reflecting that some respondents may have written a will as they approached death.  Another 

difference is that the age of decedents (78) is higher than the average age of all respondents in 

their final wave (68), since many of the latter have not yet died, which likely explains the low 

rate of college completion in what are older cohorts (18 percent relative to 26 percent for the full 

sample). 

The analysis of exit interviews is nevertheless valid for assessing the impact of wills on 

achieving bequest goals in the population of decedents with exit interviews.  As described above, 

the estimates of the will coefficient are likely lower bounds relative to what we might find with a 

sample that was not winnowed down so much. 

Tables 5, 6, and 7 show the estimates of equation (1) for the outcomes of leaving a total 

estate of less than $10,000, $100,000, and $500,000, respectively.  Column (1) of each table 

shows estimates conditional only on the self-reported probability of leaving more than the target 

amount and year of death, while Column (2) adds further controls that are plausibly exogenous to 

will-writing.  Across all target bequest levels, the expectation of meeting that target is strongly 

predictive of actually doing so, regardless of controls. 

For the $10,000 target, only Hispanic ethnicity is significantly related to a lower 

likelihood of leaving the target bequest (p<0.05), while Black race is not predictive of failing to 

achieve the targeted bequest.  However, the latter coefficient goes in the anticipated direction, 

with Black decedents more likely to fall short of their goal.  The relatively weak significance of 

the Black coefficient is unsurprising given how modest the goal is.  Furthermore, across race and 

ethnicity, those with wills are less likely to fall short of their expected bequests (p<0.05), 

regardless of inclusion of controls or not. 

Turning to the $100,000 and $500,000 targets, we find that Black and Hispanic decedents 

are less likely to meet their target, while those with wills are more likely to do so.  For these 

specifications, both coefficients are statistically significant at the 0.1-percent level, both with and 

without controls.  Thus, at least descriptively, the realized bequests of Black and Hispanic 

decedents are less likely to meet their intended bequests, while wills seem to be helpful in 

matching reality to expectations. 
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These results underscore the racial gap in bequests, since even for those with the same 

expectation of leaving a bequest, Black decedents more often fail to meet their targets.  This 

finding is particularly alarming, since Black and Hispanic respondents both have much lower 

expectations of leaving substantial bequests to begin with and are less likely to have a will, as 

shown above.  The good news is that wills seem to mitigate such failures, either by preserving 

value postmortem or by shifting behavior throughout life, such as lowering consumption to 

guarantee that bequest goals are met.  Of course, these results are descriptive and thus also 

consistent with unobservable factors being correlated with both will-writing and realized 

bequests, such as more careful planners both writing wills and having more accurate assessments 

of their eventual estate. 

 

Conclusion 

Legal and financial experts often recommend writing a will.  Having a will is important 

for the many households whose circumstances are not adequately addressed in state default 

inheritance laws.  Wills are particularly valuable when the major bequeathable asset would likely 

decline in value from being split among multiple owners, as default laws tend to do.  

Nevertheless, a large and growing share of individuals do not have a will. 

This analysis has shown that the rate of intestacy is especially high among Black and 

Hispanic individuals, even after controlling for a wide array of demographic and socioeconomic 

characteristics.  Relatedly, these individuals are also less likely to expect to leave bequests of 

meaningful size.  Finally, we find descriptive evidence that Black decedents, conditional on how 

likely they thought achieving a certain bequest size was, are less likely to achieve that goal.  

However, having a will is related to a greater likelihood of attaining bequest goals, offering a 

potential route for improving this situation. 

What remains unclear is whether the will itself focuses the mind and settles legal 

ambiguities to the extent that bequest goals are achieved – or whether it is simply unobserved 

factors that make certain individuals both more likely to have a will and more likely to meet their 

bequest expectations.  In concurrent work, we plan to address this ambiguity experimentally. 
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Figure 1. Percentage of Households Ages 70+ in which the Head Has a Will by HRS Wave, 

1996-2018 

 

  
 
Source: Authors’ calculations from the University of Michigan’s Health and Retirement Study (1996-2018). 

 

 

Figure 2. Inheritance Hierarchy in New York State 

 

If you die with: Here's what happens:  

Spouse but no descendants Spouse inherits everything. 

Children but no spouse Children inherit everything. 

Parents but no spouse or descendants Parents inherit everything. 

Siblings but no spouse, descendants, or parents Siblings inherit everything. 

Spouse and descendants 

Spouse inherits the first $50,000 of intestate 

property plus 1/2 of the balance; descendants 

inherit everything else. 

 
Source: Keene (2022).  
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Table 1. Summary Statistics at Last Wave Observed, 1992-2018 

 

Variable Mean SD Min Max 

Respondent has a will 0.48 0.50 0 1 

Respondent self-reported probability of leaving 

  at least a $10,000 bequest 
0.56 0.43 0 1 

Respondent self-reported probability of leaving  

  at least a $100,000 bequest 
0.39 0.42 0 1 

Respondent self-reported probability of leaving  

  at least a $500,000 bequest 
0.17 0.31 0 1 

Non-Hispanic White 0.74 0.44 0 1 

Non-Hispanic Black 0.11 0.31 0 1 

Hispanic 0.10 0.29 0 1 

Non-Hispanic Other 0.05 0.22 0 1 

Homeowner 0.73 0.45 0 1 

Nonhousing wealth ($100,000s) 2.41 3.70 0 12.05 

Retired 0.48 0.50 0 1 

Ever received an inheritance 0.28 0.45 0 1 

Less than high school graduate 0.16 0.37 0 1 

High school degree/GED 0.32 0.47 0 1 

Some college 0.26 0.44 0 1 

College graduate 0.26 0.44 0 1 

Has children 0.91 0.29 0 1 

Age 67.87 11.68 50 109 

Male 0.46 0.50 0 1 

Female 0.54 0.50 0 1 

Single 0.38 0.49 0 1 

Poor to fair health 0.67 0.47 0 1 

 
Source: Authors’ calculations from the 1992-2018 HRS.  
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Table 2. Relationship of Various Characteristics to receiving an Inheritance and the Amount 

Received by the Last Wave Observed, 1992-2018 

 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 
Ever received an 

inheritance 

Ever received an 

inheritance 

Total inheritance 

amount received 

($100,000s) 

Total inheritance 

amount received 

($100,000s) 

Non-Hispanic Black -0.299 *** -0.250 *** -0.930 *** -0.750 *** 

 (0.00581)  (0.00619)  (0.120)  (0.116)  

Hispanic -0.297 *** -0.226 *** -0.576 ** -0.408 * 

 (0.00703)  (0.00787)  (0.205)  (0.205)  

Non-Hispanic other -0.210 *** -0.202 *** -0.0839  -0.0832  

 (0.0141)  (0.0146)  (0.248)  (0.261)  

High school degree/GED   0.0911 ***   0.115  

   (0.00708)    (0.0819)  

Some college   0.131 ***   0.378 *** 

   (0.00820)    (0.0947)  

College graduate   0.218 ***   1.595 *** 

   (0.00907)    (0.248)  

Age   0.00293 ***   0.00182  

   (0.000273)    (0.00551)  

Female   0.00620    0.149  

   (0.00649)    (0.187)  

Single   -0.0760 ***   -0.364 * 

   (0.00667)    (0.159)  

Constant 0.177 *** -0.101 *** 0.566 *** -0.0103  

 (0.0101)  (0.0242)  (0.126)  (0.322)  

Observations 33,384  33,384  8,757  8,757  

R2 0.095  0.126  0.005  0.017  

Year FE Interview year  Interview year  Interview year  Interview year  

 
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses.  * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 

Source: Authors’ calculations from the 1992-2018 HRS. 
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Table 3. Relationship of Various Characteristics to Having a Will and Expectations of Leaving 

Bequests of at Least $10k, $100k, and $500k at the Last Wave Observed, 1992-2018 

 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 

Does respondent 

have a will 

Respondent 

probability will 

leave at least a 

$10k bequest 

Respondent 

probability will 

leave at least a 

$100k bequest  

Respondent 

probability will 

leave at least a 

$500k bequest  

Non-Hispanic Black -0.192 *** -0.0525 *** -0.0339 *** 0.0317 *** 

 (0.00819)  (0.00744)  (0.00665)  (0.00463)  

Hispanic -0.185 *** -0.0736 *** -0.0221 ** 0.0351 *** 

 (0.00940)  (0.00883)  (0.00804)  (0.00590)  

Non-Hispanic Other -0.117 *** -0.0536 *** -0.0215  0.0405 *** 

 (0.0183)  (0.0134)  (0.0135)  (0.0120)  

Homeowner 0.135 *** 0.246 *** 0.199 *** 0.0544 *** 

 (0.00679)  (0.00647)  (0.00546)  (0.00354)  

Nonhousing wealth 

($100,000s) 

0.0261 *** 0.0196 *** 0.0346 *** 0.0398 *** 

(0.00102)  (0.000771)  (0.000825)  (0.000815)  

Retired 0.0412 *** 0.0290 *** 0.0235 *** 0.0145 *** 

 (0.00706)  (0.00578)  (0.00558)  (0.00434)  

Ever received an 

inheritance 
0.0533 *** 0.0732 *** 0.0703 *** 0.0312 *** 

 (0.00790)  (0.00601)  (0.00633)  (0.00515)  

High school degree/GED 0.0844 *** 0.117 *** 0.0822 *** 0.0129 ** 

 (0.00784)  (0.00764)  (0.00646)  (0.00415)  

Some college 0.131 *** 0.160 *** 0.119 *** 0.0277 *** 

 (0.00897)  (0.00845)  (0.00742)  (0.00513)  

College graduate 0.216 *** 0.197 *** 0.163 *** 0.0716 *** 

 (0.0102)  (0.00906)  (0.00839)  (0.00636)  

Has children 0.0294 ** 0.0333 *** 0.0381 *** 0.0216 ** 

 (0.0112)  (0.00936)  (0.00896)  (0.00683)  

Age 0.0134 *** -0.00416 *** -0.00318 *** -0.00155 *** 

 (0.000300)  (0.000267)  (0.000248)  (0.000186)  

Female 0.0386 *** -0.0249 *** -0.0251 *** -0.00131  

 (0.00642)  (0.00525)  (0.00520)  (0.00404)  

Single -0.0175 * 0.0216 *** 0.00708  0.00308  

 (0.00712)  (0.00597)  (0.00586)  (0.00428)  

Poor to fair health 0.0202 ** 0.115 *** 0.0983 *** 0.0364 *** 

 (0.00642)  (0.00592)  (0.00540)  (0.00369)  

Constant -0.613 *** 0.349 *** 0.153 *** 0.0316  

 (0.0274)  (0.0256)  (0.0227)  (0.0164)  

Observations 33,384  33,384  33,384  33,384  

R2 0.305  0.301  0.336  0.323  

Year FE Interview year  Interview year  Interview year  Interview year  
 

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses.  * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 

Source: Authors’ calculations from the 1992-2018 HRS.  
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Table 4. Summary Statistics of Exit Interviews Sample 

 

Variable Mean SD Min Max 

Respondents leaving less than a $10,000 estate 0.18 0.39 0 1 

Respondents leaving less than a $100,000 estate 0.45 0.50 0 1 

Respondents leaving less than a $500,000 estate 0.82 0.39 0 1 

Respondent self-reported probability of leaving  

  at least a $10,000 bequest 
0.66 0.41 0 1 

Respondent self-reported probability of leaving  

  at least a $100,000 bequest 
0.41 0.44 0 1 

Respondent self-reported probability of leaving  

  at least a $500,000 bequest 
0.13 0.29 0 1 

Non-Hispanic White 0.87 0.33 0 1 

Non-Hispanic Black 0.08 0.27 0 1 

Hispanic 0.04 0.19 0 1 

Non-Hispanic other 0.01 0.10 0 1 

Respondent has a will 0.74 0.44 0 1 

Ever received an inheritance 0.22 0.41 0 1 

College graduate 0.18 0.38 0 1 

Has children 0.92 0.28 0 1 

Age 77.71 10.12 50 101 

Male 0.48 0.50 0 1 

Female 0.52 0.50 0 1 

Single 0.56 0.50 0 1 

Poor to fair health 0.46 0.50 0 1 

Good or excellent health 0.54 0.50 0 1 

 
Source: Authors’ calculations from the 1992-2018 HRS.  
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Table 5. Relationship of Various Characteristics to Failing to Leave at Least a $10,000 Estate, 

1992-2018 

 

 (1) (2) 

 Failing to leave at 

least a $10,000 

estate 

Failing to leave at 

least a $10,000 

estate 

Non-Hispanic Black 0.0532  0.0416  

 (0.0289)  (0.0287)  

Hispanic 0.0894 * 0.0895 * 

 (0.0417)  (0.0419)  

Non-Hispanic other 0.0738  0.0753  

 (0.0662)  (0.0677)  

Respondent has a will -0.0430 * -0.0399 * 

 (0.0167)  (0.0172)  

Ever received an inheritance   -0.0173  

   (0.0136)  

College graduate   -0.0167  

   (0.0136)  

Has children   0.0284  

   (0.0207)  

Age   -0.000684  

   (0.000693)  

Female   0.0261 * 

   (0.0129)  

Single   0.0714 *** 

   (0.0136)  

Poor to fair health   -0.00172  

   (0.0120)  

Self-reported probability of leaving  

  at least a $10,000 bequest 
-0.278 *** -0.256 *** 

 (0.0181)  (0.0184)  

Constant 0.318 *** 0.326 *** 

 (0.0224)  (0.0651)  

Observations 3,246  3,246  

R2 0.231  0.242  

Year FE Year of death  Year of death  

 
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses.  * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 

Source: Authors’ calculations from the 1992-2018 HRS. 
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Table 6. Relationship of Various Characteristics to Failing to Leave at Least a $100,000 Estate, 

1992-2018 

 

 (1) (2) 

 Failing to leave at 

least a $100,000 

estate 

Failing to leave at 

least a $100,000 

estate 

Non-Hispanic Black 0.112 *** 0.0880 ** 

 (0.0294)  (0.0293)  

Hispanic 0.142 *** 0.134 *** 

 (0.0385)  (0.0384)  

Non-Hispanic other 0.0654  0.0549  

 (0.0492)  (0.0507)  

Respondent has a will -0.0929 *** -0.0749 *** 

 (0.0188)  (0.0191)  

Ever received an inheritance   -0.0344  

   (0.0178)  

College graduate   -0.0745 *** 

   (0.0187)  

Has children   0.00502  

   (0.0254)  

Age   -0.00246 ** 

   (0.000816)  

Female   0.0384 * 

   (0.0156)  

Single   0.0816 *** 

   (0.0167)  

Poor to fair health   -0.0275  

   (0.0146)  

Self-reported probability of leaving  

  at least a $100,000 estate 
-0.495 *** -0.453 *** 

 (0.0171)  (0.0185)  

Constant 1.093 *** 1.309 *** 

 (0.0188)  (0.0738)  

Observations 3,246  3,246  

R2 0.322  0.337  

Year FE Year of death  Year of death  

 
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses.  * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 

Source: Authors’ calculations from the 1992-2018 HRS. 
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Table 7. Relationship of Various Characteristics to Failing to Leave at Least a $500,000 Estate, 

1992-2018 

 

 (1) (2) 

 Failing to leave at 

least a $500,000 

estate 

Failing to leave at 

least a $500,000 

estate 

Non-Hispanic Black 0.102 *** 0.0769 *** 

 (0.0129)  (0.0134)  

Hispanic 0.0826 ** 0.0625 ** 

 (0.0252)  (0.0241)  

Non-Hispanic other 0.00267  0.00301  

 (0.0437)  (0.0452)  

Respondent has a will -0.0701 *** -0.0452 *** 

 (0.0116)  (0.0122)  

Ever received an inheritance   -0.0517 ** 

   (0.0167)  

College graduate   -0.132 *** 

   (0.0197)  

Has children   0.0106  

   (0.0210)  

Age   -0.00203 *** 

   (0.000615)  

Female   0.0310 ** 

   (0.0118)  

Single   -0.00463  

   (0.0122)  

Poor to fair health   -0.0415 *** 

   (0.0115)  

Self-reported probability of leaving  

  at least a $500,000 estate 
-0.654 *** -0.601 *** 

 (0.0264)  (0.0275)  

Constant 1.070 *** 1.251 *** 

 (0.0116)  (0.0556)  

Observations 3,246  3,246  

R2 0.297  0.325  

Year FE Year of death  Year of death  

 
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses.  * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 

Source: Authors’ calculations from the 1992-2018 HRS. 
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Appendix 

 

Table A1. Socioeconomic Status of Respondents with a Reported Estate Size, 1992-2018 

 

 (1) 

 Exit interview reports 

an estate size 

Black -0.117 *** 

 (0.0108)  

Hispanic -0.0722 *** 

 (0.0150)  

Non-Hispanic other -0.0837 ** 

 (0.0273)  

Respondent has a will 0.129 *** 

 (0.00871)  

Homeowner 0.0706 *** 

 (0.00834)  

Nonhousing wealth ($100,000s) 0.0104 *** 

 (0.00151)  

Retired 0.0456 *** 

 (0.00754)  

Ever received an inheritance 0.0456 *** 

 (0.0109)  

College graduate 0.0544 *** 

 (0.0118)  

Has children 0.0527 *** 

 (0.0124)  

Age 0.000849 * 

 (0.000373)  

Male -0.0242 ** 

 (0.00791)  

Single 0.101 *** 

 (0.00877)  

Constant 0.0181  

 (0.0320)  

Observations 15,069  

R2 0.083  

 
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses.  * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 

Source: Authors’ calculations from the 1992-2018 HRS. 
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